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EDITORIAL
Managing editor Clint Zweifel addresses the
Associated Black Collegians' request to the
University Program Board to help fimd a
speaker for Columbus Day.

TKO
The one-two punch of Jenni Burton
and Jennifer Frohlich give the Riverwomen a definite strength Burton has
12 goals and Frohlich has eight assists.

Issue 802

FEATURES
See what kind ofparty this year's Homecoming
Committee put together at the Stouffer Concourse.
SPORTS
Greg Crawford scored his first two goals of the
season in a 5-3 win over UM-Rolla.
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UPB says 'no' to anti-Columbus speaker
'Not enough time to advertise, reach out to all students'
by Jeremy Rutherford
news editor

Oct. 10, 1993. Does it ring a bell?
It didn't set off any alarms with University Program
Board (UPB) President Shawn Gittons when he was approached by Nkrumah Zuberi Sept. 29.
Zuberi explained to Gmons his plans ofbnnging WabunInini 01emon Bellecourt) to campus Oct. 10. Bellecourt IS
a member of the Anishinabe (Chippewa nation), and he has
been a representative of the Central Council of the American Indian Movement for 20 years.
Gittons said that Zuberi asked UPB to help the Associated Black Collegians (ABC) pay Bellecourt's fee of$ 1,600.
ABC was asking for $1,100 of that amount.
"Nkrumah said that ABC already had some of the
money, and he wanted UPB to cover the rest of the cost,"
Gittons said. "Our most recent speaker cost us $2,000, so I
thought what he was asking for wasn't that much."
Gittons called an emergency meeting Sept 30 for UPB
board members to vote on whether to give ABC the requested funds to bring Bellecourt to campus.
The UPB board is made up of 12 members, and it takes

half of the board plus one mem berto make a quorum. Of the Gittons would have been the deClding vote as president.
votes counted, seven of the members voted, in person or by Gittons said he would have voted "yes" to glVe ABC the
a \-\lrinen vote, four to three not to sponsor Bellecourt's visit. money. That was Sept. 30.
"We decided that the money was not the problem," said
When asked if the vote was "lost" on purpose, Zuberi
Gittons, whose organization recently contrIbuted $9,000 to s8.1d: "I definitely think that. "
the Office of EqufU Opportunity to bring !Vlaya Angelou, a
Gittons apologized to Zuben about the "lost" vote, and
famous poet, to campus.
asked hIm to resubmit his proposal to the board at its
"But the thing we kept getting hung up on was the date, scheduled meeting Thursday Oct. 5.
Oct. 10, Columbus Day."
Zuberi, though, was unable to present his plan on ThursZuberi staged an anti-Columbus rally last year on Oct. 10 . day when UPB failed to meet quorum.
in front of Lucas Hall. At that time, he told The Curren! that
"He told me thatit was theboard 's fault (that the vote was
too much importance is placed on Columbus Day. Gittons lost), and that he'd give me another chance. at their next
said those reasons figured into UP8 ' s decision.
meeting," Zuberi said. "I thought that was falI. 50 rcome up
"After reading [8ellecourt' s] bio , and knowing here and he's telling me no one IS gomg to show up for a
Nkrumah's political past, we reallZed that this was going to regularly-scheduled meeting, a meetIng that was scheduled
be an anll-Columbus rally," Gittons said. "It was no coinci- in July."
dence that the date fell on Oct. 10.
GIttons smd the original deciSIOn not to give ABC the
"\y'e deciued that we weren't going to get into something money was m part because when Zuben made the proposal,
so political."
there were only seven days until the event.
But Zuberi was in luck because one of the written votes
·"1 can 't get a voucher paid, make hotel reservations or
was not counted. The vote, which was a vote "yes" to sponsor even do anything in that amount of time," Glttons smd.
the event, was found on UPB's office d.oor Monday Oct. 3.
see Speaker, page 4
That vote would have made the count even at four, and

Current file

photo

EXPLORING :Nkrumah Zuberi (above) protested
against Columbus Day last year on Oct. 10. This year
Zuberi is upset because UPB would not help him
bring an anti-Columbus speaker to campus.

University starts to feel effects of Hancock II
by Beth Robinson
associate news editor

In response to the threat of Hancock
II (amendment 7) passing, University
of Missouri system President George
Russell declared a system-wide hiring
freeze Sept. 30, effectIve Oct. 3.
Donald Driemeier, deputy to the
chancellor,said Russell wanted to make
a "prudent" busmess decision concerning spending since Hancock II will
be on the ballot Nov. 8. He said there
has been a date set for the hiring freeze
to end, SInce that decision lingers on
whether Hancock II passes.
It has been estJ.mated that the UM
system could face a $60 mill ion budget
cut iIHancock II is passed.

Hit would be foolish and cruel to hire
people right now when you might not have
the money to pay them in a few months or a
year.
- Morris Manring, University of Missouri
director of Communications
11

Morris Mannng, University of
Missouri CUM) Director of Communicallons, said that a reduction in the
budget is possible if Hancock II passes.
"T1lerels budget uncertamty in light
of Amendment :." Mannng said. "It

would befoollshandcmel to hire people
right now when yo u might not ha ve the
money to pay them in a few months or
a year."
Mannng said the fr eeze will nOt
effec t those who already have accepted

offers for positions at the Umversity,
but those who have not yet accepted
offers are unable to be employed at thIS
time.
Manring smd If there is a unfilled
position that wo uld interfere WIth the
operating of a campus, the chancellor
of that Univer i.ty can bring it to
Russ ll' s attention.
"T1lePresidentcan approveexceptions if [an unfilled poSItion] WIll hurt
the campus goal," Manring smd.
Manring said there has not been a
system-wide hiring freeze in the UMsystem during the four years he has
worked for the Umverslly.
UM-St. Louis staff association

see Freeze, page 4

Touhill has eyes se on new U- Center building
by Matt Forsythe
editor-in-chief

A new University Center continues to take shape as consultants and
administrators work out detaIls of a
new building.
Deputy to the Chancellor, Donald
Driemeier has been working closely
wIththeplanningcomminee,composed
of UM-SL. Lows administrators and
two consulting firm s. He said efforts of
the group are now focused on specifics
of the planned building.
"We are explonng (the concept of
a new building) with the highest priority," Driemeier said. "The chancellor is leaning toward a new building.
This is the option that comes closest to
meeting everyone's objectJ.ves."

The planning commIttee hita small
snag this week that forced the cancellatJ.on of a meellng scheduled for
Tuesday. Bob Schmalfeld , director of
Student Acuvllles, said the planning
committee must refine their financial
planning model. He said the finanCIal
data was being rechecked.
"We were not sure if the numbers
in the fmancial mode! were correct:'
Schmalfeld said.
Schmalfeld said that the finanCial
modells the "keystone in the arch" as

far as the whole proJect is concemed. A
refined financial modells being composed by Brailsford Associates, a faclliues planning consultant that has
been worki ng as part of the plannin g
comm ittee. Schmalfeld said the model
w~:)Uld cover all financlal details
' 'You'\'e gOllo look at these things
\ ery carefully . If you chan ge one number somewhere you will see the impact
somewhere else," he said.
Ji m Edson, a University archllect
who is also a member'of the planmng

committee, said the project is seeking
fiscal balance.
"We are confirming costs, fmances
and commercial aspects of building
the new building," he smd. "We Will go
over someof those fmancial quesuons.
We want to reach a balance between
what we wan t and what we can afford."
Schmalfeld said there IS a possibIllly of delaymg the student referendum , planned for sometime in November, because of the extra time reqUIred

see U-Center, page 4

Sign me up

SGA fails to appoint justices
'Sexy Legs II' hearing pos.tponed until further notice
by Jeremy Rutherford
news editor

5 tudent Government Association (5G A) President Chris
J ones adjourned lastTuesday' s meeting without appointing
four justices to the Student Court.
The justices are necessary to begm the "Sexy Legs II"
hearing, lOvolving the Sigma Pi fraternity and Tonya
Hutchinson. Theinitialcourtdate was Sept. 28, but it will be
postponed until new justices are appointed at SGA's next
meeting, Nov. 8.
Jones and Kel Ward, SGA VIce president., interviewed
Jerry Conwell, Tom Lawson, Jackie Miller and Shannon
Pack for the open justice positions two weeks ago. The only
appointed justice is acting Chief Justice Steve Bartok.
"We have sat down with these people and feel they
could do the best job," Jones told theSGA Tuesday. "It's up
to (the Assembly) to decide whether or not to approve our
decisions. "

It was voted to table the decisions until the next meeting.
Several 5GA representatives said th~y needed biographies
on the candidates to make an honest decision.
Hutchinson was among those concerned, but didn't
disagree with SGA 's decision to table the issue.even though
the appointment of the four justices would mean an earlier
hearing date.
''I'm upset With the whole meeting beca~se I don't like
the way it was handled," Hutchinson said. "1 asked for bios
last week, which would have given them four to five days to
get this info. Wedon't know these people from Tom, George
and Mary, and they expect us to vote on them ."
Hutchinson said the decision to table the vote waters
down the "Sexy Legs II" controversy.
"It does because now it' s going to be another month
before anything 1S decIded," she srud. "People are gomg to
be less apt to come out and protest or even care."

see SGA, page 4

Photo' Beth Robinson
DEMOCRACY IN PROGRESS . Mari Johnson (left) is registering Esther Solomon to vote last Thursday
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For Sale I Help Wanted I Personals

FREE FOR

CLASSIFICATION

STUDENTS

TEXT:

~--------------------~

Apartment: $295
Heat Included! 1 bedroom, 2 room efficiency, new appliances, new
carpet, some furnished. 6 months or 1 year lease. $285-$295. Or a
2 bedroom, 1 bath apartment: $315-$350.

~

381-8797 BermudaHeights
Normandy

7738 Springdale

If you're only looking for a

JOB don't read on.

HELP WAN-TED
FUNDRAISING Choose from 3 differe nt fu ndraisers lasting either 30 r 7
days. No investment. Earn $$$ for
your group plus personal cash bonuses for yourself . Call 1-800-9320528, Ext. 65 .
CRUISESHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn
up to $2,000+/month working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel (Hawaii, Mexico ,
the Carribean, ect.). Seasonal and
Full-Time employment available. No
experience necessary_For more information call 1-206-634-046 8 ext.
C57461.

per month-

Cellular & Paging

SOUTH
9570 Watson Rd .

8041 Olive

(aaoss from Crestwood Plaza)

(t mil6 easl 0/1-170)

843-1303

SERVICES

MATH TUTOR
1 free session
Call for an appointment.
381 -9622
NEED WORD PROCESSING HELP?
Papers, resumes, you name it. Options include editing, consulting, rush/
weekend service. Some foriegn language typing. Reasonable rates for
gre at se rvice. Call 644-5642 .

Non-smokers ages 18 - 40 to participate in evalua tions of pharmaceutical
products seeking FDA approval. Evaluations include sta"ying at the Gateway
Medical Research clinic facility at 116 North Main Street, in 51. Charles, for
two separate 24-hour periods_ During tha t time, you will be asked to furnish
small blood and /or urine samples. To qualify, you must be on no drugs or
medicatiON, have no history of serious disease or medical problems, and be
of a normal height/weight ratio. Free lab work and physical exam are
included.. Typical compensation is about $300 per project. Projects may take
place during weekdays or weekends.

-

- - - - --

-

i!jjl~l['
~
1\ liC

--

NEEDED: HEALTHY MALES

-

800·351·0222
or

1310) 477-8226
Or. rush $2 .00 to' Research Information
11322ldaho Ave .. # 206 A. Los Angeles , Gil 90025

FOR SALE
1993 NISSAN 240SX SE, S-speed ,
black, moonroof, low milage, excel lent condition, many extras. $14,500
080. Call Jan, 553-6134 .
CAR STEREO FOR SALE JL Audio
sub box w/spkrs-$300,Soundstream
Ref 300 Amp-$300 ,Audio Control4x5
Xover-$100, Coustic XM-I Xover$50, Sony COX-7560 CD-$15D, Sony
XR-7077-$250, Scott 631-0660, between 6 pm-1 0 pm.

87 NISSAN PULSAR NX, 2dr, Ttop ,
5 speed, black, COOL CAR, 114K
miles, reliable . $2450080.644-3065.

MISCELLANEOUS
AMERICAN RED CROSS BLOOD
DRIVE
Monday , October 17th 8am-2pm
Tuesd ay, October 18th 8am-2pm
J.C. Penney, Room 126
"Give The Gift Of Life"
Sponsored by 8eta Alpha Psi
ATTENTION ALL JEWISH STUDENTS: We are attempting to organize a group for Jewish students interested in cultural activities and
campus life. If this sounds like
something in which you would be
interested- call and leave your name
and phone number or come to 507
Tower.

Wanna say something
to a pa[?Put a personae
in the cCassifiedS.

84 MAZDA 626, 5 spee d, 2 door
coupe,blue, moonroof, 106K, nice car.
$13500 80.644-3065
16"MUL TIFLEX HERRINGBONE
14K gold necklace . Distasteful
memories. Must sell. 3/4 inch thick.
Appraised value-$3 30, negotiate
$200. Trade-buy. 754-5990.

PERSONALS
Alex-only 25 more days until the
big trip! Oh yeah, your b-day too.
How old are you going to be ? 20right? Can't wait· but tell your
friend to keep his shirt on!
-Bourbon Street

SchaoJ Age Child Care

SITE DlRECTORS NEEDED
REQUIRED

Hours: 6:30-9:30 a.m. and 3-6 p.m.
Benefits: Free West County membership and the
opportunity to work with
people of diverse backgrounds.
Salary: $8.00 per hour

"S<xre ReslIictioos M~{ JIjJpIy. Delails
SIIle. ReQ..ires 1yr. canmi1mmt

~n

CENTRAL

IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER :
Need a system with hard driv e, laser
printer, CD Rom and modem.
Call Cory at 739-0843

College Credit Hours
and
60 Total College Credit Hours
or Two Years Experience

$
·We dellwr what we promise!Elliot Rich, Pres/dent

WISH TO PURCHASE used mountain bike or dirt bike. Must be a small
bike. Call Matt at 553-5183.

12 Hours of Child Related

As lA>w As

-

-

For more information, Call 946-2110 from 5 -9 p.m. Sunday - Thursday.

Peace ofMind Never Cost So Little!

ROOMMATE NEEDED: Female
single grad student looking for new
roommate. Two bdr'm apartment 5
min. from UMSL. Ful ly empty room
(new carpet) is available_ NicQ
neighborhood w/mostlyall UMSL
students. No lease and at least a 3
month stay. Call Diana at 522-8008
or le ave a message_

RESEARCH WFORMATIN

scon Underwood at 539-0869

Now You Can Stay In Touch At
The Lowest Price In Town!

WANTED

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS:
THIS IS IT
DV-1 Greencard Program , by U.S.
Make our easy hol iday gifts at home
Imm igration. Greencrds provide U.
for our distributors. $1,000 weekly
S.
permanent resident status. Citipossible. No experience. College .
zens of almost all countries are al Crafts, 1925 Pine Ave ., Niagra Falls,
lowed. For info & forms :New Era
NY14301
Legal Services 20231 Stagg St.,
DO YOU HAVE AN EYE FOR PER- Canoga Park, CA 91306 Tel:
FECTION? Then THE CURRENT (818)772-7168 ;(818)998-4425
needs you! A paid pos ition fo r a copy Monday-Sunday: 1Oam -11 pm .
ed itor is now open. If you are familiar
with the AP sty le and like to work on PR E-MEDS One-an-one preparation
a team, then call Matt for an interview for medical school interview by M.D.
With 7 years' experience and proven
today . 553-5183
applicant success. Don't leave the
final step to chance . 8e your best.
Call APR, Aspiring Physician's ReASY WORK. EXCELLENT PA Y
source: (708) 798-4480.
Mailing Products - - - - Send SASE to: INTL
2221 Peachtree Road N_E.
Largest Ubrary of information in U. S. Suite 0-415
.
all subjects
Atlanta, GA 30309
Order catalog Today With Visa I MGor COD

Paid classified advertising receives priority over free classified orders. All orders should
be mailed to "Cory and Julie",
c!o The Current, 8001 Natural
Bridge. Drop boxes for orders
are located In Lucas Hall (next
to Evening College) and at
the offices of The Current,
7940 Natural Bridge. All student/faculty orders must include name and student/staff
number on separate! same
sheet. All students currently
attending UM-St . Louis may
advertise free of charge.

We're looking for the rare person who can recognize the
opportunity for a head start in one of the most rewarding
professions. A college internship with Northwestern
Mutual Life could be the break you've been hoping for.
You'll be your own boss, get paid for your productivity and
gain practical business experience. Potential for full-time
career aftergradualion. Ifyou're an achievement-oriented
jr'J sr., or grad student, call:

(CenTRAl

SERVICES

Classified Advertising
Policy

1CALL: 532-65151

ST. CHARLES
(1-270 & Olive)

(Hwy.

70 off 94)

432-7017 434-5356 949-5858

Young Men's
Christian Association

for L-O-N-G-hours of STUDY
while WORKING OUT
WE HAVE THE PERFECT
PRODUCT FOR YOUI

YMCA

Workforce Solutions

SHAPE-FAST
Company
.s for various
lW'gi8-Jig)1.AAJ;.;] time, we are

in

computer
;•...,.,.. ,.,. ;.... E;tTllig9}811iiW'ili;j~i*%g·0@tportion of the

r---------------------.
:
Celebrate a
:
: Spooktacular ·
•

:
•

•

:

•

(~~i:f~;~t~~~
:;~~:.';'.

I

~

g

:
I

Don't be haunted by job training...

:

Month of Co-op!

('-~" '.'.'.-" <;

<1·,~;ffi1-©
;: 0
'·- o;~~O
. ·-'·~-:~"- (l

~~-_c~~ ·

•

WE'll GM You 10 WEEKS.

Workforce

Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you 're capable of being

a leader. But if you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of
hard work could make you an Officer of Mannes. And Officer Candidates
School (OCS) IS where you'll get the chance to prove you've got what it takes
to lead a life full of excitement, full of challenge, full of honor. Anyone can say
they've got what it takes to be a leader, we'll give you ten weeks to prove it.

St. Louis, MO
or FAX to

(314) 33"1o"~
\}:fi)}i"(}

All resumes mUS:{):;JOCI

Cliiil\I'i'I~ilJ~il~~~
Workforce Solutions is 1
reference

Marines

. Th< Few. Th< 1'JurxI. Tb, Mar'-nes.

MARINE OFFICER

See the Officer Selection Team in the Student Center on

Thursday October 13 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. or ca1l331-4561

I
•

I

I

•

I

•
•
I
I
I.
I
I
••

:

I
I
I
I
•
•
•

See the Co-op Office for more details I•
Career Placement Services
•
l
308 Woods Hall
553-5111.

._-----------------_
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Fiscal responsibility: a
.must for organizations
by eJint ZWeifel
managing editor

dent organizations the efficiency and
prioiitizing that is necessary to run a
business. Organizations who use fore·
There is always one in every crowd. sight in their budget planning are reo
You know the one. He or she will go to warded with the allocations necessary
eyery effort to prove the rules don't to accomplish their goals. On the other
apply to everyone-most of the time hand, organizations who fail to use
attempting to get something for noth- foresight in planning their budget
ing.
punish themselves by not accomplishThe Associated Black Collegians ing their goals.
(ABC) asked the University Program
When the budget process runs
Board (OPB), Sept 29, to assist with smoothly, everyone gains. Organizathe cost of bringing Wabun-Inini tions reaIize their full potential by
01emon Bellecotirt) to the
learning how to run an
campus for a speech to the
efficient and expanding
studentbody on Columbus
business that accomDay, Oct 10. Bellecourt,
plishes its goals. Stua Anishinabe (Chippewa
dents, inretum, then have
nation) member, has been
the opportunity to para representative of the
ticipate in successfully
. Central Council · of the
run organizations and
American Indian Move-.
take advantage of everyment for 20 years.
thing they provide.
. But, for some reason, ABC just
Bellecourt's price tag is $1,600.
ABC, who was given a total budget of does not get it They skipped prioritiz$9,500 for the 1994·95 academic year, ing and foresight; and in return, they .
asked UPB to cover $1,100 of the cost. get what they deserve-the inability
UPB board members denied the to realize the full potential of the orgarequest 4-3.
nization.
There is a problem with the fact
UPB was an easy target for ABC.
that ABC even asked for the money. Witha budget of nearly $70,000, UPB
Last] anuary ,like all student organiza- looks like a rich man in a poor neigh·
tions, ABC had its chance to include borhood. The average student
any budget requests the organization organization's budget is just over
desired. The Student Activities Budget $4000. ButUPB' s programming costs
Committee(SABC),composedofnine are huge, encompassing such events
students who recommend and approve as Mirthday and EXPO. Those events
allocations to student organizations, should not have to suffer due to anallocated $3800 in "professional/con. other group's organizational problems.
It may be that ABC saw the Office
sulting fees" (included in ABC's total
budget of 9,5(0) to ABCfor the 1994- .ofEqual Opportunity Director Norman
95 academic year. As of Oct. 8, ABC Seay's approved request for UPB to
has only spent$1500ofthat allocation, help cover the costs of Maya Angelou's
on a lecture by Steve Cokely scheduled speaking engagement, Feb. 28, as a
for Feb. 19. This leaves ABC with precedent for asking other organiza$2,300 in its pocket to bring speakers to tions for fmancial help. If this is how
they saw Seay' srecommendation, they
campus the remainder of the year.
~ _is wherr- fiscgl resQOp.sibQity . are wrong, Se<\~ made.the .recQmmenbecomes integral in the running of a dation as the director of an administrafunded student organization. ABC has tive office, not as a student group.
With the budget cutting the University
not demonstrated this responsibility.
This is not fair. ABC's request has gone through in recent years, it is
undermines the whole point of the bud- doubtful any office would receive increased funding for an additional pmget planning process.
Student organizations should not . gram. Plus, the Office of Equal
run to other organizations every time Opportunity's budget is already allothey need fmancial help. It is ironic that cated to its usual array of diversity
ABC is asking for this help when they programs that include African Ameristill have ample funds to pay for can History Month and Hispanicj
. Latino History Month. There is a stark
Bellecourt's appearance.
.
ABC should prioritize their activi- difference between Seay' s requestand
ties. If they do not think a speaker is ABC's request Seay's requesl is a
important enough for them to pay the recommendation from a University
bill for the engagement, then they should administrative .post whose budget
not expect another student group to cannot afford any changes or additions. ABC's request is a disregard for
f~ the cost.
The reason for the existence of the entire budgetary process.
ABC needs to take responsibility
SABC and student organizations subfor
their
activities and plan a budget
mitting their own budgets is for the
using
foresight,
instead of asking UPB
learning experience students gain from
for
a
handout
to account fOF fiscal
the process. The budget submitting and
irrespo
nsi
bili
ty.
approving process should teach stu·

.Letters policy
The Cwrmt welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should be kept brief. The use of any
lTl/S£eria/ Is at the editor's discretion.
EdlUng lTl/Sy be neressary /br space and clarity. Tdeas w ill not be altered. but th e editor
will auold obscenity. libel and invasions ofprluacy.
Letters do not necessarily reflect the opinion of The CurrenL
For purposes orverification. aI/letters must bear the writer's handwritten signature,
address. student identification number and home or work telephone number. Irrequestect.
~ efforts wlll be made to malnlain the writer's anonymity.

S'fvbeIJ-rS'
FOR
FR~~

PAR~JNG

Voice of the people... · .
Homecoming Court: not enough publicity
Dear editor,
A major social event sponsored by
Student Government Association
(SGA) was held this past weekendHomecoming 1994, wilh the dance on
Sarurday nightand the soccer game on
Sunday afternoon.
However, for the third straight year,
SGA did not allow full participation by
all students in its activities..
SGA failed to publicize the election of Homecoming Court to the student lxxiy. Yes, SGA did advertise in
the end, with a tiny advertisement in
The Current for three weeks before the
event, but none of these ads mentioned
the selection of the Homecoming Court.
The only publicity regarding court
nominations was made on table placards in The Underground. However,
these placards were on the tables only
a couple of days before filing was
supposed to close.

Dear editor,
As a brother of Sigma Pi from
another chapter, I am greatly ashamed
of this chapter's (chapter at UM-St.
Louis) behavior regarding the "sexy
legs" sign.
One of the foundational beliefs of
the Sigma Pi fraternity is the selfevident truth that all human beings,

StllfJmembers also include aU reportm and correspondents.

including women, are to be treated
with respect and dignity .
The letter from Tom O'Keefe, in
defense of this chapter, seems to lash
out at everyone, but accepts no hint of
personal accountability. Tom's quoting of articles from the Student
Organization Survival Manual and his
saying that the Student Court has no
jurisdiction might be a "legal" defense

(though I doubt it).
However, this does not defend
against the "moral" nature of the of·
fense. This isn't a matler of who's in
the right legally. but of what is right
morally by "natural law. "IbeJieve that
treating women (and men)with re>.-pect
and dignity accuratel y restates the idea
in the Declaration of Independence
"that all men are created equal."

If Tom O'Keefe officially represents
this chapter, his letter is an outrage to me
personally.
Sincerely sorry,
name withheld

Student says newspaper gives ample coverage
Dear Editor,

Address all correspondence to: The Cummt
8001 Natural Bridge Road • Sl Louis, Mo. ~3121
Business and Advertising (314) 553-5175, Newsroom and Editorial (31f' 553-5174 or fax (3J.4) 5~11
Editor-in-chief
MaMging Editor
News·Editor
Associate News Editor
Features Editor
Associate Features Editor
Sports Editor
. Associate Sports Editor
Photography DireCtor
Darkroom Technician
Photographer
Production Manager
Editorial Cartoonist
Business Director
Associate Business Director
Advertising Director
Associate Advertising Director
Cirro/ation
. Practirom Student
Practirom Student
Staff Adviser

involved in activities, but may have only the same small sized ad as they ran
wanted to get involved in Homecom- the previous two weeks. When I asked
ing by running for King or Queen. about it at the SGA meeting, they reOnce you have them involved in sponded that they did not want to spend
Homecoming, maybe then they would money on a larger ad. If they wanted
have become involved in other student students to get involved , especially those
activities and made a difference on students who do not participate in other
campus.
student activities , a large percent of the
By not allowing them to get in- student lxxiy. a small ad just doesn't get
volved with Homecoming, UM-St. their attention as much as a larger ad.
Louis is losing student involvement.
SGA should be glad that they are not
Our student activities areonly as strong graded on Homecoming. If they were,
as the number of students who partici- their grade for publicity would have repale in them.
ceived an F.
Lastly, if SGA wanted to have .
Hopefully, the Homecoming of 1995
students come to the major social event committee will learn from this year's
of the year, it did not show in their failure and improve.
pUblicity. While they did run ads for
Homecoming is a valuable addition
three weeks before the dance, these to student life on this campus if all stuads were small and easily could have dents can get involved, not just the few
been overlooked.
who belong to student organizations.
In the last week's issue of The
Current, SGA should have ran a gcxxi
Steven M. Wolfe
size advertisement. However, they ran
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Due to the lack of publicity, the
SGA announced at its Tuesday afternoon meeting that nominations would
be extended to9a.m. thenextmorning
with the elections scheduled to start at
lOa.m.
\-Vhy was this extension announced,
so late? This did not give anyone else,
except an organization, at the meeting
an opportunity tofile. This was not fair
sincenotallorganizations were present.
However, if someone found out
the information about the nomination
process, that person could not officially run unless he or she was spon·
sored by a student organization. SGA,
while claiming to have as one of its
goals an increase student involvement,
was requiring that all candidates for
King and Queen be sponsored by a
student organization. Why? This requirement excluded most of the stu·
dents on this campus.
Many students are not presently

I would like to thank The Curren!
for their excellent coverage of the
Political Science Academ y' s meeting,
Sept. 13, in the last issue.
The night was for the Political
Science Academy and the Political
Science Department. Your reporter,
Monica Senecal, did an excellent job
capturing the story on paper.

The Currrnt is publisheiweekly on
Mondays. Advertisingrates are
available upon request by contacting·
The Currents' advertinng office (3 14)
553·5316. Space reservations for
advutisments must be received by 5:00
p.m. the Wednesday prior to publication.
The Currrnt,financed in part by stu·
dent activity fees, is not an official
publication of UM·St. Louis. The U~i·
yernty isnot responsibleJor The Current's
con terl ! or policies.
Editorials expressed in the paper reo
flect the opinio;' of the editorial staff
Articles labeled "commentary" or "col·
umn" are the opi"ion of the individual

1 have heard criticism in the past
that the pape.r does not cover enough
student events. I find that hard to believe. Whenever I have invited The
Current to a meeting, they have done
their best to attend. I think students
need to appreciate the hard work that
goes into producing a paper.
It is true The Current has made
some mistakes in the past, but all
newspapers have been guilty of that.

electronic mail contact

The reporters that I talk to take their work
very seriously.
The Current is vital in publicizing the
many outstanding student organizations
on campus, and the many activities that
are available. Keep up the good work!
Sincerely,
Eric Barnhart
President
Political Scknce Academy

We want your input!

The Current" s electronic mail and bulletin board are in working

order.
Follow these instructions to subscribe to The Current s public
bulletin board.
First, log on to CMS on the University'S computer network. This
can be accessed through Internet.
.
. Next. mail to listserve@umslvam.umsl.edu. In the body of your
note, type sub current and lhen your full name.
After you have subscribe, to read or send mail to the bulletin ·
board, mail to current@u.mslvma.umsl.edu.
If you want to send a private letter to the editor, mail to

writer.
All material contained in this issue is
the property of The Current, and cannot
be reprodu ced or reprinted without the
expressed w,.iltrn consent of The Current.

editor@umslvrna .umsl.edu.

.I

The student voice is inte·
gral to the progress of this
newspaper and the overall
campus. "Letters to the editor" provide an outlet for the
student voice-a voice that can
reach the campus community
and make a real difference.
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Speaker from page 1
"Anyone that has ever been involved were basing their vote on it being seven
with bringing in a guest speaker knows days to get the word out to students. I
, guarantee you they wouldn't vote yes
how much work it is.
"It is our job as the program board with only four days notice."
Gittons said UPB would sponsor
of the student body to do as much as we
can to advertise the event, reaching as' the event on a different day.
"If (Bellecourt's) fee is $1,600,
many students as possible," Gittons
he's
nota regular speaker, which means
said.
it
shouldn't
be very difficult to bring
Thursday, Zuberi asked Gittons if
him
to
campus
another time," he said.
there was anything that could be done
Zuberi
said
UPB has an enormous,
"in this abnormal circumstance" to
budget
and
does
nothing to help mibring Bellecourt to campus.
"That vote taken (at the emergency norities.
"Now they're telling me theydon't
meeting) is now null-and-void," Gittons
said Thursday. "The board members want to make a political statement," he
said. "They 're making one by not allowing an Indian, a minority, come
speak on campus.
"They haven't done anything for
minorities since Spike Lee came two
years ago, and that's when I was on the
board."
Gittons, however, said UPB is the
most
diverse board on campus, and
Small thr.t:l,"igft:~QirQQrn ' ,
considers all students when it make a
duplex,
programming decision. He said
Available
Zuberi's argument isn't about what's
best for the students.
"I have the impression this was
never about educating the campus, if
he was worried about that, he [Zuberi]
wouldn't mind changing the date,"
Gittons said. 'This was about making a
statement, and Nkrumah furthering his
ambitions."
Zuberi has scheduled an anti-Columbus protest for today behind Thomas Jefferson Library and in front of
Social Science Building.

Aparblleld:

for{.>'·."

II.~'"

Hair Commanders
7122 Natural Bridge

389-1313
UMSL Students Welcome

-15 minutes from UMSL on the MetroLink
2 1/2 blocks north of the Cenfral West End station.

SGA from page 1

Freeze from page 1
about Hancock II passing because it
has a direct effect on us."
The hiring freeze has affected the
Student Government Association
(SGA) .
"We were in the process of hiring
a secretary, then the hiring freeze came
' through," said SGA President Chris
Jones. "We're hoping to come up with ,
a way to have office help until we can
hire someone."

member Brenda Jaeger said there has
not been extensive hiring during the
past two years on .the UM-Sl Louis
campus. She said staff members favor
the hiring freeze wi th Hancock II on the
ballot
"We are not as concerned with the
hiring freeze as we are with Hancock
II," Jaeger said. "The hiring freeze
does not have an immediate effect on
staff members. We are more worried

U-Center from page 1
to research the financial questions.
"We need to focus on [seeing] if the
numbers are correct," Schmalfeld said.
"Once they are, then we can deal with
the student referendum."
Driemeier said the student vote on
whether or not to pay an increased
student activity fee to begin building
will not be binding to the University's
decision, but will be considered very
useful information .
"[lfthe students voted this down] it
would be a very powerful piece of
information," Driemeier said. "We
would probably need to rethink the
project. The student referendum is a
way for the students to let the administnltion know if the information they
have gathered is accurate."
"I think the whole concept of the
student vote is to let the students look at
the most conscientious price estimate
of the project and then let the students
ponder-is this new building worth X
dollars per credit hour? " Driemeier said.
Driemeicr said he believes students
will suppon the issue because they
raised the issue in the first place and
because of what the new building will
give to the campus.
"Student leadership has raised this
issue," he said. "This is an issue that has
bubbled to the top because of recom-

We Cater
Especially to
the Commuter
Student

mendations from student leadership
and the administration."

_______________ __ _____ _

1617 S. Florissant Rd.
(1 Block N. of 1-70)

The following criminal incidents
were reported to campus police during the period Sept. 26 to Oct. 6.

was found underneath another vehicle
with $6 missing. The incident occurred
in parking garage "D", ftrst level, between 10:30 a.m. and 11:40 a.m.

9-23
A student reponed that unknown
persons cut the, convertible top on her
vehicle while it was parked on the
second level of parking garage "D"
between 10:30 a.m . and IIp.m.

9-26
A staff person reported that unknown persons took the top half of a
bubble-gum machine between 2:30
a.m. The incident occurre{\ on the fourth
floor hallway of the Social Science
Building.
A staff perso n reported that unknown persons burned a hole in a plastic
window on her vehicle and then tore a
hole in the window. A purse was taken
from the floor of the vehicle'. The purse

....

~

DWIGHT' 5 AUTOMOTIVE
1/2 Mile From Campus
Highest Quality Parts
Lowest Possible Prices
Drop-off Service: You Study,

We'll fix your car.
SMinutes From S. Rorissant Campus Exit

9-28
A student reported that unknown
persons smashed the passenger door
glass and damaged the vehicle's CD
player. The incident occurred behveen
8:30 a.m. and 10:40 a.m. in parking
garage "D", Level 3.
A staff person reported that on
Monday 9-26, between 7:30 a.m , and
4:15 p.m., unknown persons cut the
canvass top on his vehicle and took a
gym bag containing assorted gym
clothes, a pair of tennis shoes, weight
lifting gloves and a combination lock.
The inciden t occllrred in parking garage
"e" ,Level 1.

9-30
A student reponed that u nknown
persons took $5 from her wallet which
she had left in Room 201, Clark Hall.
On her return to the location, she fo und
her wallet intact except for the cas h.
The incident occurred between 9-29 at
8:3Q p.m . and 9-30 at 8:15 p.m.

10-3
A student reponed losing a wallet
between 9:20 a.m. and 9:50 a.m. in the
ftrst floor ladies restroom in the Social
Science Building. The walleLwasfound

I

Salads, Soups, Quiche, Appetizers,
Sandwiche~, Entrees, Fine Wines & Beers.
8 1/2 S. Euclid· Carry Out· Reservations· 367-1413 ~

• Lunch 11 :30 to 5 Tues thru Sat
• Dinner 5 to 9 Tues, Wed, Thurs and Sun
5 to 10 Fri and Sat
• Sunday Brunch 10 to 2:30

Make A
Difference
We .have several part-time positions open.
Individuals will provide direct care for persons
with autism and other disabilities in various citY
and county locations. Evening and weekend
shifts are available.

• RECREATION COACHES
- RESPITE PROVIDERS ·
- BEHAVIOR COACH
- PROGRAM ASSISTANTS
- OVERNITE ASSISTANTS

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA orGED required.
Experience in direct care or in working with
individuals with MRiDD preferred.
.

553-6497

,~II

Imagine Yourself...

~

·432-6200

and turned into the Campus Lost and
Found Office, 267 University Center.

A student reported that between
8:30 a.m. and 11:30 a.m ., unknown
persons s tole two tin ted headlight lense
covers from his vehicle while it was
parked in garage "D", Level 2.
A person reported that at 12:45
p.m., she left her wallet at a pay phone
located at the Seton Center Residence
Hall. The wallet was found later and
the owner discovered that $17 in cash
was missing from the wallet when it
was returned.

10·4
A student reponed that unknOWl1
persons forced open the sun roof of his
vehicle which had been left open partially by the student Taken was a radar
detector valued at $135. The incident
occurred at 3 p.m. in parking garage
"D", Level 2.

10-5
, A student reponed that unknO\vn
persons cut the convertible top of her
vehicle while the vehicle was parked in
garage "C", Levell, between 9:55 a .m.
and 10:50 am. Taken from the vehicle
was a purse and bookbag. All of the
items were recovered on the garage
floor except $100 cash from the purse.

Ifreaders have any
in formation that
could assist the police
investigation, they
are urged to call:

553-5155

• Studying Business in London
• Going to a Bull Fight in Madrid
• Learning GerffJf1n in Stuttgart

ATTENTIO,N
STUDENTS

All of these situations are real possibil~ies. UM-St. Louis offers
study/internship programs in over 16 countries in a variety of fields.
Stop by room 304A SSB to see where you may be spending your
next semester or academic year!

Oct. 12th • Last day to
register to vote .
Absentee Ballot Request
available.
Ballot can be sent by .

• FAX

• FREE TEST, with immediate results detects
pregnancy 10 days after it begins.
• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING
• IMMEDIATE practical assistance
• ALL services FREE and confidential

• E-mail
• U.S. Mail

Call Jackie:
553-5823

Brentwood 962·5300· Ballwin 227·2266· Bridgeton 227-8775 '
St. Charles 724-1200· South City 962·3653' Midtown 946-4900

After Hours Call: 1-800-550-4900

YOUR 5-IN-1 STORE
ALARMS • STEREOS • ACCESSORIES
PARTS • INSTALLATION

Remote Alarms w/Panic Switch
and Impact Sensor as low as *$119.98
·mostcars

We Care.

Voter registration is sponsored
by the Staff Association and
the Student Government
Association

Z%Discount
With UMSL I.D.
-GAS
• SEER

YOU can apply by completing
. an application at:
JUDEVINE CENTER FOR AUTISM
1101 Olivette Executive Parkway
Suite 100
'
St. Louis, MO 63132 .
or Cal!:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1IIIIIIIIiI

-----------------------------------

___~:m:~~~~~Center for
~:::::~F---International Studies
Vegetarian, Chicken, Seafood:

concluding their most recent meeting,
Sept. 30, few compromises were made.
Most imponantly, Jones said, there
will be less supervision of the SGA
office staff. " And we tried to hireanew
secretary, but there's a hiring freeze,"
Jones said,laughing .. . Jane Sweeney,
who \vas filling in for Lance LeLoup,
elaborated on (he goals of "the
University 's task force. Enhanced
University Responsi veness is an organization designed to make solid use out
of studen ts' ideas that will improve the
can1pus.
"Students ' responsiveness is a
critical link to the process," Sweeney
said.

Campus Crime Campus Crime Campus Crime

~

1522-94491

J ones said he is sorry about the
delay.
"I'm ready to get the court on the
road," Jones said. " But the Assembly
has the right to exercise its approval as
it did today, demons trating the checks
and balances built in to OUT conslituLion."
In other SGA news . .. Chancellor
Blanche Touhill addresse{\ Universi ty
Center expansion. She said the cause
for concern is the cost. 'That's the
hurdle," she said. "If everything goes
forward , the vote will be near Thanksgiving." ... Jones updale{\ SGA on the
ongoing battle between SGA and the
Student Activities Office. He S~tid after '

DISTRIBUTORS OF AUTO PARTS, .
ALARMS AND ACCESSORIES SINCE 1931

535-6163
4656 Dr. Martin Luther King

Or.. • ?t. Loui§, MO 63113

PRIOR SALES EXCLUDED' NO OTHER DISCOUNTS ALLOWED - SALE ENDS OCT. 15

• SODA
··FOOD
• CIGARETIES

OPEN 24 HOURS
1 7 00 S. Florissant
RIGHT OFF 1-70
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HO ECOMING 1994 (%e rBig rBasli)
by Matt Forsythe
editor-in-chiei
The 1994 Homecoming bash
rocked all night Oct. 8 at the Stouffer
Concourse Hotel.
Kel Ward and Jim Grina, the Student Government Association (SGA)
officials who spearheaded the planning,
said they were very happy with the
diversity of this year's attendants.
''I'm happy," Ward said. "I think
the campus is well represented.' We
. have all races here. I'm very pleased
. with the turnout."
''I'm especially impressed with the
diversity . We have faculty and stuPhoto: Beth Robinson dents, international and domestic,"
HOWDY PARTNER: (L-R) Jason Martin, Katy Abromovich, Kristen Grina said. "With the amount of time
Norris and Kyle Snow roped up big fun at this- year's Homecoming wehad toworkwithI'm very satisfied."
festiv~ies.
.

SGA President Chris Jones was
impressed with the event overall.
"I wish to thank Jim Grina and Kel
Ward as well as the Homecoming
committee for putting together a program of such elegance."
Many atthe event echoed these
themes ..
Veronica Hudson, a freshman
majoring in Biology with aemphasis in
secondary education, said she thought
the event was "wonderful."
"I think that this is a great way to
improve student unity. I think th~music
is nice. It is integrated so everyqn.e can
enjoy it," she said.
Themoment finally arrivep!when
the new King and Queen ofHomecom-

r

see Bash page 6

Photo: Beth Robinson
THE KING RULES THE DANCE FLOOR: Sean West, the 1994

. Homecoming King, and others dance the night away.

Photo: Beth Robinson
TRIP THE LIGHT FANTASTIC:

·Faculty and students alike danced
till they dropped.

Photo: Beth Robinson
HEY CHANCELLOR LET'S PARY!: Kel Ward and
Chancellor Blanche Touhill were among the UM-

St.Louis dignitaries attending this function.

Photo: Beth Robinson
1994 HOMECOMING COURT:(Back row, L-R) The 1994 King and Queen, Sean West and Yolanda Johnson

(Front Row , L-R) Brad Snitzer, Kim Frare, Dawn Griffith, Amy Love , Jennifer Rivolta, and Bryan RyscavaQe .

Dignity
•
In
Death

by Don Barnes
features editor
I attended my uncle Gary 's funeral
yesterday (Thursday, Oct. 6), and
subsequently all of my thoughts are
still absorbed with his dying and the
funeral as Isitdown to write my column.
Gary was 53, though I thought he
was older: Not because of his appearance, but because he was my dad 's
cousin, and for some reason I thought
my dad (who 's 57) was the younger of
the two.
I'm very close to my cousins, but I
didn't know my uncle very well. The
most prevelant memory I have of him
is ' from early in my childhood. He
played the bass, andmydad played the
guitar. I remember a Saturday night,
. after my dad had just bought a new
amp, when my uncle and aunt and three
cousins came over. As soon as we
finished dinner, the instruments came
out and the music started. Jazz and
blues and swinging rock, It was tHe
early sixties-no, early seventies.They
played for hours, and probably would
have played until they could do Po')
more than recline with the instrumems
on their stomachs, strUmming a chord
every now and then with the conversation.
Instead the evening ended with my
cousin Paul losing the afore- mentioned
dinner allover my bedroom floor, no

see Gary, page 6

Students social work -association spo soring
collection drive to benefit local food pantry
by Jack Dudek
reporter
Youcannoworderyourextravalue
meal by putting up one, two, three, or
four fingers, What a convenient world
we live in.
But how convenient would it be if
you had to go to an area food bank once
a week to fill your empty stomach? Or
worse yet, what if the food bank was
empty and you received nothing?
Thecabinets are almost bare, folks;
people are being turned away. Hunger
remains a problem in this country-in
this area,
So what can you do to help?
The SSWA (Student' s Social
Work Association) ofUM-St.Louis is
collecting non-perishable food items
from now until Oct. 17. Scott
Emmanuel, president of the SSW A,
and his associates have set up six food
collection sites at the following locations on campl~s: the Admissions Office, tirstfloor Woods Hall; the Evening
College Office, third floor Lucas Hall;
the Women's Center, second floor
Clark Hall; the Social Work office,
fifthfioorLucasHall;andatthe School
of Optometry ,Marillac lobby on south
' campus.

The donations collected by the SSW A will
be distributed to the
American Indian Center,
a local not for profit organization that reaches
people of all ages, religions and ethnic backgrounds,
Two UM-St. Louis
students, Glenna Payne
and Andrea Herling, are
doing their practicums
there and say that the
shel yes are quickl y going
empty. They are hoping
that the response ofUMSt. Louis students will be
great. Everyone is almost
bound to pass acollection
point within the next
week, and they ask that
you please remember to
drop off whatever you
can.
"We have very few
resources to go to for help
in times of need. We want
the students' involvement-we need the students' involv ement,"
Payne said.

photo: Beth Robinson
DOING THEIR PART: One of the six food collections

points set up onon campus by the Student's Social Work
Association.

One of the largest re- hunger is a year round problem,"
Most of the donations that are now
sources that many food
pantries depend on is The received are from ' the food industry.
Emergency Food Assis- Changes in packaging styles ot a surtance Program, a govern- plus of a certain good may sway the
ment-funded agency, But manufacturer towards donating them .
due to cutbacks, the pro- But we can't rely on the whims of
gram can no longerprovide manufacturers to feed the hungry. We
as much assistance as it has need to help also, however we can. By
bringingin canned goods between now
in the past.
Neither can the St. and October 17, we can make a difLouis Area Food Bank, a . ference-we can help send a young
local not for profit organi- child to bed without being hungry,
Payne said, "Not all recipients of
zation that delivered
14,OOO,COOpoundsoffood help from a food bank are homeless.
to hungry individuals last There are many "working class poor,"
year. This year, because of even some UM-St. Louis students, that
cutbacks, they will only receive help, And there are many more
deliver 12,OOO,COOpounds that need it."
In the next week let's pull together
of food to the local people
to help those that volunteer their time,
in need.
Frank Finnegan, ex- those that organize food drives, and
ecutive director of the S t. most of all those that are hungry, Grab
Louis Area Food Bank, a can of something out of the pantry
said, "We have lost almost when you're reaching in there for that
14 percent of our supply pop tart package in the morning and
compared to last year. In drop it in your book bag, You could
the short term the cutbacks even take a friend with you when you
have hurt us and the 350 drop it off. Give ita try-you'll beglad
local service pantries that you did.
And so will the person who gets it.
we help. But short term
becomes long term when

Video contest offers big prizes for little fIlms
by Scott Lamar
associated features editor
Do you own or have access to a
video camera? Do you have an opinion
on the issues facing Generation X (the
twenty-something generation)? If you
do, the third annual America 's College
Video Competition may be for you.
San Francisco-based Blackboard
Enteruun ment production company is
asking Xers to send il) a five to seven
minute video addressing topics that
define Generation X.
Aaron Barnes, co-founder of
Blackboard Entertainment, said there
are no formal categories, "The lack of
formal categories," Bames said, "allows contestants to creatively express

their views on any issue concerning generation, not us ."
competition, spent only $200 on his
Generation X ,"
Bames, a Generation Xer and 1990 video-and that was on food to feed his
The competition is open to all stu- graduate of the University ofPennsyi- friends who were in the video.
. dents, undergraduate: as well as gradu- vania, said the videocompetitionallows
The grand-prize winner gets
Xers to get their voice out through the $5,000. The second-place winner reate.
Bames said ideas might include mass media in a cost -effective manner. ceives $2,000, and $1 ,000 goes to the
such·topics as political correctness, af- "Right now, young people 's only means third best video. Along with cash prizes,
fmnative action, relationships or the of demonstrating that they can make a students will have the opportunity to
economy. The format chosen may be difference without a large budget is in win a profeSSional internship with Levi
the form of a music videa, a documen- music and video."
Strauss & Co, or Robert DeNiro' s proMarisa Silver, a Hollywood direc- duction company, Tribeca Films.
tary, or a comedy. The creator's imagitor and writer who is also serving as a .
nation is the limit.
Ajownalism major from the UniBames said Generation Xers are . judge for the competition, said, "The versity of Southern California won lasl
constantly being defined by everyone importance of a competition such as year with a peice titled "Black Kids in
this onc is its insistence that students America."
but Xers.
"If you look at our substantive start to explore their creative voice and
" It was a positive rap video about
!Iledia," Bames said, "it's pretty much not rely on finances to create a winning the options young Afro-Americans had
dominated by baby boomers. So you product."
living in south central Los Angeles,"
James Bye, winner of the flIst video Bames said.
have Baby Boomers defining our

Once Blackboard has the videos,
they plan to pul together apilot for a
potential TV show, Blackboard also
plans to showcase the videos at different college campuses across the coun0)'.

"Our ultimate goal is to provide a
forum for the variety of ideas and perspectives fostered by the Xers in the
college environment," Bames said,
"while, at the same time, encouraging
young talent in a business that has been
historically difficult to break into."
Bames expects Generation X lO
grow along with the cable TV boom.
"With over 500 channels of cable

see Films, page 6
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ational depression
by Scott Lamar
associate features editor

The UM-St. Louis Student Counseling Service held a depression
screening and awareness day on campus Thursday, Oct. 6, to educate students on depression.
UM-St. Louis was invited by the
National Institute of Mental Health to
participate in the nationwide event.
Sharon Biegen, the director of the
Counseling Center at UM-St. Louis,
said the purpose for the anti -depression
day was to clear up misconceptions
that people with depression are weak.
It was also to help those who feel they
might be suffering from depression get
answers.
Biegen said, "For some people it's
actually a physical problem, like a
chemical imbalance, that leads to the
depression. "
The screenings, which are confidential, are to help the students differenriate the line between having the
blues and being dep{essed_ Biegen said
that everyone encounters the blues-

feeling sad and down·-at some point
in their life. But something usually
happens to make you feel better.
"Depression is something where
those blues stay. for a much longer
period of time; for weeks or months."
Although it is possible to snap out
of it, Biegen warns that letting depression go untreated is not a good idea.
"Sure, you may snap out of it but it
might mean going through six months
of excruciating pain," Biegen said.
Depression is known to be twice as
prevalent in women as it is in men.
Nationally it affects 15 million Americans every year.
Biegen said less than half of those
that experience depression seek treatment. This fact is one of the reasons for
the national depression screening day.
Although the causes of depression
are sketchy, "heredity and time of year
seem to playa role," Biegen said.
"Depression is at its highest levels
in thespring,"Biegen said. "The theory
is that spring is the time when you're
supposed to be feeling better, excited
about good weather coming and new

scree_~ingday

photo: Jeremy Rutheliord
MORE THAN THE BLUES:Doug Strauss and a colleague help distribute information on depression screening.
possibilities. It may be that contrast themselves, or are continuously over-

between how they are feeling and how
they are supposed to be feeling that
makes people feel more depressed."
Biegen said certain people may be
more susceptible to depression than
others. For instance, if they have low
self-esteem, constantly feel down on

whelmed by stress they are at risk.
Biegen said even though the
screening day is over, students can still
come in to the counseling center, located
in room 427 SSB, or call them at 5535711. You can schedule an appointment
with a professional counselor or pick

. Noted photographer Micheal
East.man introduced his collection of
Forest Park photographs from his recent
photography book, "The Forgotten
Forest," to an intimate gathering at 1
p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 6, at the UMSt. Louis Public Policy Research
Center's Gallery located in room 362
SSB.
John Hoal, he.ad of urban design
for the city of St. Louis, followed the
opening/exhibition wi th a slide presentation on the "Past, Present and Future
afForest Park."

Despite the photography book's
somber title, the photographs do not
display specific problems of the park,
they sirnply highlight its natural beauty.
Eastman credits his works of art to the
accessibility of the park.
"More than anything my inspiration was the simple fact that the park is
right next to my house. I've driven
through it and walked on it for the last
20-25 years and I've always been interested in the individual possibilities for
art. This book is a response to that,"
Eastman said.
Eastman has worked for over 22
years as a St. Louis photographer and
has earned recognition throughout the

country. In St. Louis, the Elliot Smith
and William Shearbum galleries have
displayed this exhibition earlier this
year. The photographs have also appeared in New York at the Witkin
Gallery.
Eastman credits his decision to have
the pictures displayed at UM-S t. Louis
to his long-standing friendship with
gallery-worker Jean Tucker. Tucker
was responsible for organizing the
opening.
"I think Jean is doing a wonderful
job here, and I was really glad I got the
opportunity to work with her.
John Hoal's speech that followed
the opening included in fonn ation about

CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION
CLEARING HOUSE

Candidates to 'discuss
issues with student s
on ·campus Th rsday
Be sure to mark your calendars now for a
very special program! This Thursday, from
11:30 a.m. to 12:25 p.m., UM-St. Louis
students, staff, and faculty are invited to
meet United States Senate and Congressional
candidates or their representatives to discuss
election issues in MariIlac Hall's auditorium.
This special session, which is for
university participants only, is a part of the
"Candidates' Forum," a program primarily
designed to bring high school students into
the voting process and encourage civic
responsibility.
"Candidates' Forum" is being brought to
UM-St. Louis by Citizenship Education
Clearing House (CECH), which is part of
the School of Education's Center for
Excellence in Urban Education at UM-St.
Louis.
The program starts at 9:00 a.m. for
more than 400 high school students in the
J .C. Penney Conference Center auditorium.
The opening session will feature Bert
Minkin in the persona of Abraham Lincoln.
During the next session at 9:45 a.m.,
candidates, or their representatives, will
address the visiting students and answer
questions from the audience.·
Afterwards, students will attend a
workshop session featuring local, state, or
federal candidates or their representatives.
Starting at 12:30 p.m., a variety of
workshops will be held for the visiting high
school students throughout the 1.C. Penney
Conference Center. These workshops will
include' topics • such as, "Elections in
Emerging Democracies," which will be led

by Paul DeGregorio, UM-St. Louis director
of Outreach Development, and William
Stodghill,
president of the Service
Employees Union #50; "How the Media
Covers Elections," moderated by Angeline
Antonopoulos, UM-St. Louis manager of
Marketing and Information, Continuing
Education-Extension; "Do You Know What
Economists Do?", conducted by Dr. Anne
Winkler, UM-St. Louis assistant professor
of Economics; "Abe Lincoln Looks , at
Presidential Elections," led by Bert Minkin
in the persona of Abe Lincoln; "Political
Science as an Academic Major," led by
Brian DeBernardi, UM-St. Louis Political
Science Academy; and "College Planning
and Campus Tour," conducted by Rochelle
DeClue, UM-St. Louis assistant director of
Admissions.
Dr. Marvin Beckerman, director of
CECH, feels that " ... a forum benefits
everyone involved. Students can actively
participate in the electoral process, ... and we
hope they will learn to become involved in
the voting process in a thoughtful way, so
that when they vote, they will do so as
informed citizens."
The "Candidates' Forum" is sponsored
by CECH, School of Education, 'and is
partially funded by the Urban Extension
Project, a joint funding venture between
University Extension and UM-St. Louis
Continuing Education-Extension. Pairing &
Sharing, St. Louis Public Schools, is
providing bus transportation for the high
school students.

CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION CLEARING HOUSE

were presented,
Sean West became the 1994
Homecoming King and Yolanda
Johnson became the 1994
Homecoming Queen both were
represented by Student Support
Services. The new Homecoming
royal couple received a sponta-.
neous standing ovation as they
were presented.
"Well it just goes to show
what we as a people can do when
we come together as a student
body," West said.
Yolanda Johnson was almost
speechless after receiving the
honor.
"All I can say is that I am over
joyed," she said.
The rest of the court included:
Kim Frare representing Alpha Xi
Delta, Dawn Griffith represen ring
the College democrats. Bryan
Ryscavage representing Sigma
Tau Gamma, Jennifer Rivolta
representingZeta Tau Alpha, Brad
Snitzer representing Pi Kappa
Alpha, and Amy Love representing Delta ~ta sorority.

up some information on depression,
whatever you think you need.
The screening test itself takes about
15 minutes. It is composed of 20
questions that are rated on a scale of 1
to 4.
Biegen said, "If the score indicates
a moderate to severe depression, they'il
need to meet \vith a counselor. For
most cases it involves setting up regular
appointments with acounselor.Inmore
severe cases, the individual will be
referred to a doctor."
Some signs and symptoms of depression to look oul for are:
* Persistent sad or empty moods
* Feelings of guilt, worthlessness,
helplessness
* Insomnia, early morning awak. ening, or oversleeping
* Appetite and or weight loss or
overeating and weight gain
* Difficulty concentrating, remembering, making decisions
* Decreased energy. fatigue,
sluggishness
* Thoughts of death or attempting
suicide

Gary from page 5

UM-St. Louis displays photographer's
glimpses of Forest Park in latest exhibit
by Julie Pressman
reporter

Bash from page 5

the foonation of Forest Park and its
evolution. Hoal described the problems and estimated costs of repair for
major elements of Forest Park. He estimated that fixing the sewer system
alone could cost at least $21 million.
He concluded that it would take over
$100 million to make only minimal
improvemenL~ to the park. He stated
that the new tax placed upon residents
to repair the park raised only SI.6 million a year. He also said that city residenlS were wary to let the county take
over payment because they did not
want to lose ownership of the park.
Hoal tried to link the problems that
Forest Park is facing today to the beauty
of Eastman's photographs.
"I consider Michael Eastman's
photographs to be particularly significant because the power of each photo
shoWs who we are as-a community in
the past, present and future," Hoal said.
Eastman's work will be displayed
until Nov. 23. The gallery is open to the
public Monday through Friday from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. The exhibition is supported through the Regional Arts
Commission.

doubt from wrestling all night.
At the wake I discovered that
my uncle was in a band called The
StarliteTs back in the sixties. There
o,yas a photo memorial displayed
near the casket with, I'm guessing, sixty photos arranged on it.
An array of photos to remind usof
the times and places we may have
forgotten; of the friends and family we no longer see.
In the center of the display
was a pu blicity photo of his band.
It shouldn 'thave surprised me
though, his having been a musician. Gary liked the night life. He
liked to live hard and fast. And he
liked to make people happy.
After the wake a group of us
went to his favorite hang-out, this
little place in Overland, as a memorial. We ordered a few rounds
and listened to Nancy Wilson and
Tony Bennet tell us how sweet,
life is and how bitter it can be a.s
we talked.
As I sat thereI began wondering how many pictures of my uncle
there are floating around out there.
A hundred? A thousand? No
tellin'. Plenty with somebody's
arm around him though I'd bet.
And even morc with him smiling.
The ceremony at the cemetery

IMMIGRATION
QUESTIONS
D. Warren Hoff
attorney-at-law

was quick, and quiet. Gentle
mourning lears and drifting autumn leaves. Gary would have
liked it. He loved nature and the
outdoors; the subtle beauty, the
silence.
The party afterwards was festive, as it should have been. Gary
wasn't a crier. He liked the sound
of laughter and he liked to hear a
good story. He liked to think deep
thoughts and talk about life. He
liked healthy grandkids and music in the background.
Near the end of the day I sat
with a couple of my cousins,
talking about death and life and
our funerals; about our fears and
our desires for change and OUI
wants of remembrance and longevity. And about our love for
those around us.
We took a few pictures last
night before I left.
Gary's death was sudden to
those around him. Nobody really
expected it. He had been feeling
bad a little more than before, but
those closest to him thought it was
just an ulcer. In fact he had cancer,
and he had known about it for at
least eight months. But he didll't
burden anyone other than himself
with this knowledge. He simply
continued to live just ashe had
before he knew: fearless and free.
I hope I die with as much dignity.

Films from page 5
TV just around the comer, networks
are going to be aching for programming."
For entry forms and information,
call (415) 974-6844.

920-2164
Free initial consultation

DO YOU THINK GENETICALLY ENGINEERED FOODS
SHOULD BE LABELED?

YES:.
NO:

1-900-289-1010 Ext. 717 $2.00 per min. Average call 2 min.
Average cost $4.00/Maximum $10.00

1-900-289-1010 Ext. 718 $2.00 per min. Average call 2 min.
Average cost $4.00/Maximum cost $10.00
Touch-tone phone required. Under 18 get parent's permission

Customer Service, Strauss Comm., Carmel, CA (408) 625-1910

Join us for the kick-ofT meeting
of the

College Republicans
Special Guest Speakers
Gary GiI/
Candidate for Congress
and
Ray Gruender
Republican Candidate for
County Prosecutor.

"Fighting the
Gephardt Machine"
Oct. 13, 7:30 p.m.
Cypress Room
University-Center
(over top of The Underground)
Refreshments Provided
For info Contact Eric Barnhart

653-0009

RTS
Out in
the
Open

Field of
dreams
by Rob Goedeker
associate sports editor
Whether they build it or not,
they will COme.

One-two punch is explosive duo
by Pete Dicrispino
sports editor
To beat the UM-SI. Louis
women' s soccer learn , opponents
have to shut down their one-two
punch of forward Jenni Burton and
defender Jennifer Frohlich. The task
is not easy to accomplish.
Burton leads the team in scoring
with 12 goals and three assists for 27
points. Frohlich leads the team in
assists with eight and is responsible
for keeping other teams' main scorer
off the scoreboard.
When the two players are on top
of their games, their play is exciting
to watch.
"Burton is a quiet leader who
gives you everything she's got," said
head coach Ken Hudson. "She'll do
anything you ask: her to do."
"Frohlich is a very emotional
and intense player," Hudson said.
"she hates to lose. She gives it everything she has and she can't stand
it when others are not giving 100
percent."
Burton, a junior, had 20 goals
last year for the Riverwomen and
mIght break her record of 20 this
year. However, she would rather see
the team win, than score a goal.
''I'm a team player," Burton said.
I
"The goals don't mean anything to
me, unless we win."
"She 'll sacrifice her own personal
goals for a team victory," Hudson

The UM-St Louis Soccer team
was promised a resurfaced soccer field
a year ago, but those promises have not
been fulfilled.
Last March, seed and straw were to
be put down on the soccer field, but the
months went by, and nothing happened.
Finally, in June, the Rivermen coaching staff was told it was too late to seed
the field, and sod would have to be put
down. The months went by again, and
guess what-- nothing happened.
"He (Meckfessel) kept on putting
it off and putting it off," Assistant
Coach Gary leGrand said. "He didn't
follow up on anything until it got too
late in the year to do anything, then he
started scrambling."
_Ib~ ~J:-field fiasco has been
going on too long. Back in 1991 the
Rivermen firIished with the best record
in the nation at 17-1-2,and wererarIked
num ber.1 and 2 throughout most of the
season, helping them advance to their
first national tournament in two years.
After a first round bye, the Rivermen
were suppose to host Sonoma State on
Nov. 24, but they ended up having to
host the game at St Louis University
because of the conditions of the playing field.
UM-St. Louis Athletic Director/
Men 's Basketball coach Rich Meckfessel said that, in order 10 make any
progress, both sides need 10 cooperate
with each other, but LeGrand has heard
enough, and is hopmg to bring about a
resolution to the situation himself.
"I'm real unhappy," LeGrand said.
. "We, as a coaching staff, recruit all
these athletes, and we tell them we're
getting a brand new field to play on.
Then, they come in on the first day of
practice and have to play on this. We've
been let down by the Athletic Department and that's hurting our integrity."
leGrand was also disappointed
when the Riverrllen hosted this years
Vess/Gaffney's Classic under the unsafe field conditions.
"It' spretty ymbarrassing when you
bring in three of the top 20 teams from
around the country, and you have to
play on the field that we have, whIch is
definitely the worst field that anybody
will play on all year long;" LeGrand
said. "I even had to take a day of
vacationfrommyfull-timejobto come
up here to work on the field so that it
would loo}c half way presentable for
our tournament"
Being a player for two years, and a
coach for 14-years, LeGrand has put
toO much time and emotion into the
Rivermen 's soccer program to see the
Athletic Department let it go down the
tubes.
"It might be the last thing I ever do
at thlS university," leGrand said, "but
I'm going to make sure that this field
gets done."
Along with LeGrand, the players
are also starting to get frustrated with
the field conditions.
"It's embarrassing to have 10 bring
teams to play on this field," Forward
Skip Birdsong said. "Most of the players
on our team don 'teven look forward to

.'

see Column page 8
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HARD TO HANDLE: The Riverwomen one-two punch of Jennifer Frohlich (left) and Jenni Burton (right) have
been driving opponents crazy this year. Burton and Frohlich have taken leadership of a young team and are
exciting players to watch.
said. "She's a lrue team player. "
Frohlich, a sophomore, is one of the
strongest, most aggressive and vocal
players on the team . She is a leader who
tries to rally the rest of the team when
they are down .
"I usually say what needs to be done

during the course of a game and
some people don 't like it too much
when I yell at them ," Frohlich said.
"Frohlich's intensity sometimes
gets the best of her, but she is a hardnosed player who doesn't take anything from anyone," Hudson said.

Burton and Frohlich also went to
Oakville High School together and
played on their State Championship
team in 1991.
So the two definitely have an admiration for each other.
"Jenni (Burton) leads by example,

she is always doing the right thing,"
FrohlIch said. "Plus, she has great
sconng ability."
"J ennifer (Frohlich) is a big part of
our defense , she controls the
backfield," Burton said. "She' s vocal,
aggressive and a leader on the field.
Hudson knows how lucky he is to
have a couple of players like Burton
and Frohlich.
"It's mce, I would like to have 11
of them," Hudson said. "They mean a
great deal to this team."
-Hudson knows what kind of damage the two can do to an opponent.
"When Burton is on her game, she
can take a defense apart," Hudson
SaId. "Every time Burton gets the ball
it's a scoring opportunity."
"When Frohlich is on her game,
she takes the other tearns offense apart,"
Hudson said. "Plus, she has the skills
to push forward, she's a good two-way
player."
Hudson's admiration for the players makes Burton and Frohlich feel
apprecIatIve.
"It means a lot, but when somethmg goes wrong he looks to me for
answers," Frohlich said. "It's frustrating when he expects a lot from me, but
it's alsokindofof neat knowing he has
confidence in me."
Burton also takes her coaches
comments in,high regards.

see Punch page 8

Rick, Crawford lead
Rivermen past Miners
by Rob Goedeker
associate sports editor
After jumping out to a 4-0 first
half lead, the Riverrnen seemed to
forget how to play defense in the
second half, but still came away with
the 5-2 victory over the UM-Rolla
Miners on Wednesday.
"It was an ugly second half," said
UM-St. Louis Head Coach Tom
Redmond. " I didn't like the way we
played. We made a couple player
changes, and for some reason we just
stood around a lot"
The Riverrnen dominated the first
half. They outshot the Miners 11 to 2,
but in the second half, they only
outshot them five to four.
"We just started standing around,"
said forward Todd Rick. "They totally outplayed us in the second half."

The Riverrnen scored firstJust2 :39
into the game on a 20-yard blast by
ferward Skip Birdsong for his second
goal of the season. Rick recorded the

"It was an ugly

second half. I didn't
like the way we
played."
-Rivermen Head
Coach Tom Redmond
assist.
In the game, forward Greg Crawford
collected his fIrst two goals of the season to give the Rivennen a 3-0 lead. His
first goal came at the 33:37 minute of
play. Birdsong took the original shot,

and Miners goalie Phil Hahn made
the save, but couldn ' t hold on to the
ball and Crawforo was there·to tap it

in.
"I saw BlfCisong take the shot,
and the goalie couldn 't handle it,"
Crawford said. "I just happened to be
there for the rebOlmd."
Ten minutes later, Crawford was
tripped up on a breakaway and was
awarded a penalty kick. He faked out
the goalie and put in his second goal
of the season at the 42:48 minute of
play.
Less than a minute later, Rick
scored his first of two goals in the
game at the 43:25 minute of play to
give the Rivermen a 4-0 lead. Rick
undressed the Miners' defense with a
tremendous spin move. Then, he
walked m alone on goal and put in a
shot just under the crossbar for his

Photo: Ken Dunkin

HEADING TO THE LEFT: Riverman midfielder John Quante, in the white
jersey, beats a UM -Rolla playerto the headball Wednesday at Don Dallas
Memorial Soccer field.

10th goal of the season.
The Rivermen were on their way to
an easy victory, but then came the second half.
Midfielder Matt Warhoover scored
the Miners ' flfst goal of the game to cut
the Rivermen 's lead to 4-1 at the 55:12
minute of play. Miners' defender Brian

Marks sneaked around a Rivermen

defender and made a perfect cen tering
pass to Warhoover who drilled It home.
After the goal, the MirIers really
started to put the pressure on the
Riverrnen's defense.

see Soccer page 8

Burton's goal gives
Riverwomen victory
by Ken Dunkin

Jenni Burton produced the gamewinning goal with eight minutes left in
the game. Gill crossed the ball in the air
A second half surge propelled the and Burton headed it into the upper
UM-SL Louis women' s soccer team right corner. The goal was her 13 of the
past UM-Rolla 3-2, last Wednesday season. Burton's goal scoring reputanight at the Don Dallas soccer field.
tion has spread, as Lady Miners put
The second half was a good one for their best defender to the task of covthe Riverwomen, considering they ering her. It didn't matter, Burton still
started the half down 2-1 . They quickly had a typical game.
tied the game as Jennifer Frohlich re"Burton put it to the girl that was
ceived a pass from Mischelle GIll. covering her," saId Hudson. "She's
Frohlich hesitated for a moment and going to be marked so somebody else
then shOt the ball past the fallen goalie. is going to have to pick It up a bit."
'That [goal) turned the game around,
The Riverwomen held on to their
because it got us back even," said Riv- lead and had to withstarid one more
erman Coach Ken Hudson. "We didn't attack from Rolla. Crissie Eckhoff
have to play catch-up any more. After caught the Riverwomen off-guard by
that, we were in control of the game."
speeding down the middle of the field
Frohlich later picked up a red card on a complete break. Goalie Amy
for tripping a player after the ball was Abernathy didn ' t budge. She waited
blown dead. Frohlich unsuccessfully for the initial shot. It was to her right
disputed the calL Due to thered card, the side and she blocked it out. On the
Riverwomen had to play one player rebound, Eckhoff shot again and
short for the remaining 18 min utes of the Abernathy moved over to catch the
game. The Riverwomen began to play balL
with more aggression on the defensive
'The save was nothing less than
end, which resulted in an ignitedoffense. amazing," Hudson said.
" I think it woke us up because we
The team had jumped off to a
were a player short." Frohlich said. quick start when Tammi Madden put
"Everybody played their defense well in a shot between several defenders for
except for one run , and nothing came of her fourth goal of the year.
that. I thmk we played good compared
see Victory page 8
to what we have bee n doing."

of The Current staff
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Victory from page 7
The lead didn't last long. Three
minutes later, Natalie Sanders of the
Lady Miners scored. Hudson then inserted Dawn Dyer into the lineup for
defensive purposes.
"Dawn probably played the [best]
game of her career here," Hudson
said. ,"She took Sanders out of the
game. She's type of player you give a
role to and she'll preform it to a tee,
and she's getting better with every
game. Every time [Sanders] got the
ball, Dawn was on her back."
Dyer and the rest of the team hit
the road last weekend to play Barry
University on Friday. Frohlich had to
sit out due to her red card..
Then on Sunday, they traveled to
Boca Raton, Florida to play Lynn
University.
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"It's nice that he thinks that way of
me," Burton said, "When your giving
it your all out there, it's nice to know
he thinks like that."
Burton and Frohlich are close
friends and enjoy each ·others company.
"We've been friends for a while,
she has a great personality," Burton
said.
"She's one of my closest friends,"
Frohlich said. "She's always laugh-
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ON THE MOVE: Riverwoman Marcie Scheske (12) leads a rush up field
as Missouri-Rolla defenders try to catch up. The Riverwomen won the
game 3-2, last Wednesday at the Don Dallas soccer field, The victory
improved the women's record to 6-5-1,
13TH

ANNUAL

COLORADO

Coach Hudson also has no problem getting along with the two players.
"They're great kids and they're
easy to get along with," Hudson said.
"You can kid around with them. They
have great personalities."
B urton is in the process of switching her major to Business and is still
unsure on what path she wants to take
after graduation.
Frohlich is a Communication
major who wants to land a job in
public relations or advertising. However, she said her career has to be
connected [0 sports.

Week in review
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FREE INFORMATION AJilD RESERVATIONS

1·aOO·SUN CHASE

Women's Volleyball:
Oct. 5, Lost to Central Nlissouri 315, 5-15, 8-15. Oct.7-8. Henderson
State Tournament.
Men's Soccer:
Oct. 9. Homecoming game.

Rivermen 1 Bellarmine O.
Home Games in bold

NOBODY OOIES SKI BREAKS BETTER'

AM I PREGNANT?
FIND OUT FOR SURE.

CRISIS
PREGNANCY
CENTER

Welcomes
Students!

725·3150

7312 Natural Bridge

Happy Hour 11-9

389-6969

Appetizers 112 Off
with Student 10

950 Francis PI.
CSt Louis)

The Miners cut the Rivermen's
lead in half to 4-2, after I:vliners'
defender Scott Harrison stole the
ball away fTom Rivermen defender
Joe Thompson and walked in
uncontested at the 60:25 minute of
play ..
Defensively, for the Rivermen,
things weren't looking too good,
and they did not improve, Midway
through the second half, Rivermen
defender Ken Henry had to be carried off the field in a stretcher with
a back injury, He has pro babl y been
the Rivennen' s most consistent de-

fender. His status after the game was
unknown.
"It sure didn' tlook good the way
they took him off on the stretcher,"
Redmond said, 'Tmkeepingmyfmgers crossed right now."
Rick helped relieve some of the
pressure with his second goal of the
game. Crawford kicked a cross pas~
to Rick who headed it in at the 84: 24
minute of play for his 11th goal of
year.
The Rivermen now have arecord
on -2-2, including Sundays win over
Bellarmine,

Column from page 7
playing home games,"
"I would rather play out of town
every game," said Riverman Forward
Todd Rick said. ''The field is terrible,
you can't do anything,"
"St. Louis is suppose to be a good
soccer city, and when teams come in
town to play on this field, it makes us
look weak," said Riverman Goalkeeper Mark LYIll,
The coaches of some of the top
teams in the country had the opportunity to give their opinions of the
soccer field at UM-St. Louis' annual
V ess/Gaffney' s Classic.
"It's notamatter of opinion, it's a
matter of fact," said Oakl,md University Head Coach Gary Parsons.
"The field is terrible. The worst I've
ever seen it."
Gannon University Head Coach
Marco Kooiman asked Rich Meckfessel ifUM -S t. Louis would take full
responsibility for any accidents that
occurred on the field. In the tournament, Gannon had two players in-

jure.d, and Kooiman blamed both on the
field.
"This is a cow pasture," Kooiman
said. "It's pathetic that a club in a NCAA
Division llleague level has to play on a
field like this. As a coach, I don't think
that I would have played the tournament
on this field. I would have been embarrassed to host anybody to come here and
play on this surface. It's a pathetic situation."
Ouch!
While taking full responsibility for
the problems, UM-St. Louis Athletic
Director Rich Meckfessel said thatefforts
are being made to improve the field. He
said the field will be graded down to
even it out and eliminate the low spots.
"I'm going to put in a bid this week,
so hopefully, by the last game of this
season improvements will begin,"
Meckfessel said.
Did he say the last game of the
season?
Action is fmally being taken, but the
timing is off.. .just a little.

• FREE Pregnancy Testing
• Immediate results
• Completely confidential
• Call or walk in

447·6477

831-6723

227·5111

2352 HWY 94
(St Charles)

3347 N. HWY 67
(Florissant)

510 Baxter Rd.
(Ballwin)

24-Hour Phone Service

And get in the game. We're The Srorts Authority, the
nation's largest chain of full-line sporting goods superstores
where America finds all kinds of sportswear, athletic ~l,
fitness equipment and outdoor gear. From hiking to biking,
tents to temUs, we're the best in any field. You''1£ YJett;cr seen
anything quite like it!

VARIED'
SCHEDULES
AVAILABLE
Make the final cut at the biggest new game in town: our .
~tacular Manchester showcase. The fast-track starts at
The Srorts Authority for motivated, energetic people ready
for a hlgh~volurne retail environment.

]OBFAIR
OCTOBER 10-14
MON-lUES: SAM-SPM
WED-FRI: SAM-6PM

DRURY INN--FENTON
(1.. 44 andfuwles)
~ a Drug-Free Workplace reflects TSA's commitment to healthy,
acnve lifestyles. AIl applicants must pass a pre-emplayment drug test. A SmokeFree WorkpLxe and Equal Oppommity Employer .

...................®

Good sports, fast track.

